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🌳Monday🌳 
 
Billionaires to Trump and other 2020 candidates: Please
tax us 
 
"The next dollar of new tax revenue should come from the
most financially fortunate, not from middle-income &
lower-income Americans," 
 
Flynn's criminal case on hold until August 31, 2019
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🌳Monday2🌳 

 

Allegations that Manafort schemed to funnel Ukrainian money to several GOP

members of Congress have been dismissed b/c of the FEC’s partisan gridlock 

 

Belgian police have arrested a man they suspect of planning a terrorism attack

against the US embassy in Brussels

🌳Monday3🌳 

 

Trump-Haley in 2020 

Putting her on the ticket may win over some moderate, suburban women. 

#Mox #Aiken #Boondoggle  

 

A ‘Bible tax’: Christian publishers warn that China tariffs could lead to costly Bibles 

 

Boris Johnson says he is serious about 'no-deal' Brexit threat
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🌳Monday4🌳 

 

DoD changes name of security clearance agency, appoints new leadership

#GoodNews  

 

Pompeo did not discuss Khashoggi murder with Saudi king 

 

US official says murder of Saudi journalist Jamal Khashoggi 'did not' come up in

meeting between Pompeo & King Salman

🌳Monday5🌳 

 

Government moves migrant kids after poor conditions exposed 

 

Trump considered Jeanine Pirro for a top DOJ job under Sessions, but Sessions nixed

it.  

 

Democratic Reps. Val Demings, Eric Swalwell, & John Ratcliffe of Texas we’re

allowed to view Mueller evidence.
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🌳Monday6🌳 

 

Trump to Impose New Sanctions on Iran 

 

Three children, one woman found dead in Texas near Rio Grande border 

 

The House Oversight chairman is seeking information about the administration’s

preservation of records related to Trump’s meetings with Vladimir Putin

🌳Monday7🌳 

 

Verizon, Amazon Web Services outages reported throughout northeastern U.S. 

 

Anthony Bourdain’s Alma Mater Will Remember Him With a Scholarship 

The Culinary Institute of America plans to promote study abroad as friends and fans

mark the month of his birth and death.
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🌳Monday8🌳 

 

Russia Starts Army Drills to Respond to Central Asia Threats 

 

Bipartisan senators want Big Tech to put a price on your data 

 

Murdoch lieutenant ordered removal of New York Post story about writer Jean

Carroll's sexual assault allegations against Trump
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🌳Monday9🌳 

 

Sunday Morning Talk Shows Largely Ignore Trump Rape Allegation 

 

Instead @NBC, @ABC, @MSNBC @CBSNews , @CNN and @Fox — were all silent

on E. Jean Carroll's horrifying claim & instead spent hours of airtime bashing Biden. 

 

Our media wants Trump2.0😱 #Shame
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🌳Monday10🌳 

 

NRA’s Unpaid Bills Could Shutter NRATV 

 

Star-studded cast to perform play based on Mueller report 

 

Trump announces new sanctions against Iran 

 

Suspected RU Intelligence Operation 

 

Operators worked across platforms to spread lies and impersonate political figures
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🌳Monday11🌳 

 

Czechs Gather to Protest Autocratic Drift in Central Europe 

Largest demonstration since fall of Communism protests prime minister & region’s

move toward autocracy 

 

DHS Cmte Chair Thompson: The Trump Adm will have to answer for the atrocities

happening at the border.
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🌳Monday12🌳 

 

Erik Prince expands operations in Congo 

 

Aims: are "the exploration, exploitation & commercialisation of minerals", forest

logging, security, transport, construction & "all financial, investment and project

financing operations, both public and private".

Pompeo did not discuss Khashoggi murder with Saudi king: official 

US official says murder of Saudi journalist Jamal Khashoggi 'did not' come up in

meeting between Pompeo and King Salman. 

Pompeo did not discuss Khashoggi murder with Saudi king: official
US official says murder of Saudi journalist Jamal Khashoggi 'did not' come up in
meeting between Pompeo and King Salman.

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2019/06/pompeo-discuss-khashoggi-murder-saudi-ki…

White House officials have refused to tell House Democrats what happened to a

series of interpreter notes transcribed during President Trump’s private meeting with
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Russian President Putin — notes the president seized personally to keep them from

view. 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/house-democrats-white-house-wont-say-what…

Pelosi is strategically shaping public sentiment so that it’s receptive to a strategic

goal. It’s laying the groundwork & fertilizing it. That takes msg discipline, unity, &

patience—all necessary as calls to impeach Trump continues to build. 

What Nancy Pelosi Wants to Do Before Impeachment
She knows timing is everything—and she’s skilled at shaping public sentiment.

https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2019/06/nancy-pelosi-public-opinion-and-tim…

Allegations that Paul Manafort schemed to funnel Ukrainian money to several

Republican members of Congress have been dismissed because of the Federal

Election Commission’s partisan gridlock 

Manafort Campaign-Finance Charges Dismissed by Deadlocked FEC
Allegations that Paul Manafort schemed to funnel Ukrainian money to several
Republican members of Congress have been dismissed because of the Federal
Election Commission’s partisan gridlock.

https://about.bgov.com/news/manafort-campaign-finance-charges-dismissed-by-deadl…

Suspected Russian Intelligence Operation 

 

Operators worked across platforms to spread lies and impersonate political figures 
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Top Takes: Suspected Russian Intelligence Operation - Medium
A Russian-based information operation used fake accounts, forged documents,
and dozens of online platforms to spread stories that attacked Western interests
and unity. Its size and complexity…

https://medium.com/dfrlab/top-takes-suspected-russian-intelligence-operation-392123…

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Johnson & Mifsud 
 
Boris Johnson met ‘London professor’ linked to FBI’s Russia 
investigation 
 
Fresh questions as photograph emerges of Joseph Mifsud and 
foreign secretary at Brexit 
dinnertheguardian.com/politics/2017/…

156 9:28 PM - Jun 22, 2019

125 people are talking about this

Boris Johnson met ‘London professor’ linked to FBI’s Russia i…
Fresh questions as photograph emerges of Joseph Mifsud and
foreign secretary at Brexit dinner
theguardian.com

Murdoch lieutenant ordered removal of New York Post story on Trump sexual assault

allegation, sources say 

Murdoch lieutenant ordered removal of New York Post story on Trump …
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u doc  eute a t o de ed e o a  o  e  o  ost sto y o  u p 

The New York Post's former top editor, a supporter of President Trump and an old
lieutenant of Rupert Murdoch who returned to the conservative tabloid as an
adviser in early 2019, ordered the removal…

https://www.cnn.com/2019/06/24/media/new-york-post-col-allan-trump/index.html

These 3 lawmakers know the secrets in Mueller's report 

 

Democratic Reps. Val Demings of Florida, Eric Swalwell of California and John

Ratcliffe of Texas  

These 3 lawmakers know the secrets in Mueller's report
They've got special access because they sit on both the Intelligence and Judiciary
committees.

https://www.politico.com/story/2019/06/24/mueller-report-secrets-1376690

Bipartisan senators want Big Tech to put a price on your data 

Exclusive: Warner wants Google, Facebook to put a price on your data
A new bill being introduced Monday by Sen. Mark Warner and Sen. Josh Hawley
would require tech companies to tell users how much their personal data is worth

https://www.axios.com/mark-warner-josh-hawley-dashboard-tech-data-4ee575b4-1706…

🌶SpicyFiles🌶 

 

Extradition Treaties - AUSTRIA & EU = Assange & Firtash 

 

Extradition Treaty 101 
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Extradition Treaties - AUSTRIA & EU = Assange & Firtash
  Extradition Treaty 101   It occurred to me, that shortly after I pushed the Dmytri
Firtash Update  that it be helpful if you knew some basis principles and protocols of
Foreign National(s) being …

https://maddogpac.com/blogs/spicy-files/austria-and-united-states-extradition-treaty

Legalize Heroin? Win the war on drugs— Take the mob out of the supply chain.  

Dr. Jack Brown
@DrGJackBrown

Every politician, every physician, every teacher, every cop, 
everyone, EVERYONE needs to watch this video (multiple 

times). The US is doing it wrong (So wrong). Let the world learn 
from Switzerland and Portugal. twitter.com/nowthisnews/st…

NowThis @nowthisnews
'For 100 years now, we have been singing war songs about people 
with addiction problems...We should've been singing love songs to 
them all along.' — Writer @johannhari101 says we need to think 
differently about addiction

133 9:17 PM - Jun 24, 2019

83 people are talking about this

BBC Radio 4 - In Our Time, The Neanderthals 

 

H/T @pinche_pi 
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BBC Radio 4 - In Our Time, The Neanderthals
Melvyn Bragg and guests discuss the evolution and characteristics of the
Neanderthals.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b00sq1nv

Trump ex-advisor Michael Flynn's criminal case on hold until August 31, 2019 

 

The criminal sentencing of Trump's first national security advisor Michael Flynn will

be on hold for at least another two months, a federal judge said. 

Former Trump advisor Michael Flynn's sentencing back on hold, again
A judge told Michael Flynn's new lawyer and prosecutor they should let him know
by Aug. 31 if he is ready to be sentenced for lying to the FBI.

https://www.cnbc.com/2019/06/24/trump-ex-advisor-michael-flynns-criminal-case-on-h…

Boris Johnson says he is serious about 'no-deal' Brexit threat 

Boris Johnson says he is serious about 'no-deal' Brexit threat
Seeking to regain momentum in his bid to become the next prime minister of
Britain, Boris Johnson said on Monday he was seriously prepared to take the
country out of the European Union in October eve…

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-britain-eu-johnson-idUSKCN1TP2SR

Trump considered Jeanine Pirro for a top DOJ job under Jeff Sessions — a job she

lobbied hard to get, WaPo reports. But Sessions nixed it.  
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Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2019/politics/jeanine-pirro-the-judge-who-sp…

Anthony Bourdain’s Alma Mater Will Remember Him With a Scholarship 

The Culinary Institute of America plans to promote study abroad as friends and fans

mark the month of his birth and death. 

Anthony Bourdain’s Alma Mater Will Remember Him With a Scholarship
The Culinary Institute of America plans to promote study abroad as friends and
fans mark the month of his birth and death.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/19/dining/anthony-bourdain-scholarship-cia.html

‼ Action Alert‼  

 

Here’s a list of organizations that are mobilizing to help the influx of immigrants

crossing the Texas-Mexico border  

Here’s a list of organizations that are mobilizing to help the influx of im…
Government agencies are grappling to respond to the number of immigrants
coming into the country. Many tax-funded shelters housing immigrants are
overcrowded, and there are reports some have substand…

https://www.texastribune.org/2018/06/18/heres-list-organizations-are-mobilizing-help-s…

The House Oversight chairman is seeking information about the administration’s

preservation of records related to President Trump’s meetings with Vladimir Putin 
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Top Democrat Presses White House on Putin Questions
The chairman of the House Oversight Committee is seeking information about the
administration’s preservation of records related to President Trump’s meetings with
his Russian President Vladimir Putin…

https://www.wsj.com/articles/top-democrat-presses-white-house-on-putin-questions-11…

‼ OBG‼  

 

“I can confirm that this was a private jet flight and the estimated value was

£1,696.00. 

 

Lebedev, who owns both the Evening Standard and the Independent provided Boris

Johnson with use of the private jet and two nights accommodation. 

 

2012 

Boris Johnson's holiday with Evgeny Lebedev was "purely personal"

http://snipelondon.com/scoop/boris-johnson-s-holiday-with-evgeny-lebedev-was-purely…

‼ 2009‼  

 

Alexander Lebedev profile: ex-KGB agent says he will champion a free press. 

 

Former KGB man Alexander Lebedev said in 2009 he will champion a free press as

owner of the London Evening Standard 

Alexander Lebedev profile: Former KGB agent says he will champion a…
Former KGB man Alexander Lebedev will champion a free press as owner of the
London Evening Standard, he tells Luke Harding in Moscow
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https://www.theguardian.com/media/2009/jan/14/alexander-lebedev-kgb-london-eveni…

The Defense Counterintelligence and Security Agency — formerly the Defense

Security Service — will be led by acting Director Charlie Phalen, currently director of

the National Background Investigations Bureau, 

DoD changes name of security clearance agency, appoints new leader…
The Defense Department has officially assumed responsibility for the
governmentwide security clearance portfolio and has named new leadership.

https://federalnewsnetwork.com/nbib-transfer-to-dod/2019/06/dod-changes-name-of-s…

Axios redacted large portions of the Trump team's vetting document on

@TulsiGabbard? Trump likes Tulsi...get it?  

https://twitter.com/joshrogin/status/1143244994322620418?s=21

Why the rush to Impeach right now is unwise:  

File511 - HQ
@File511

A rush to impeach or an impeachment inquiry does in fact 
foreclosure or puts current investigations “in abeyance” 
I’d rather have multiple court orders & Trump have the Admin 
defy that versus an impeachment that the Senate won’t convict. 
Why is this so hard to understand? twitter.com/KristineCummin…

Kristine Cummins @KristineCummins
Replying to @tutlax44 and 11 others
WaPo Today: "Certainly, the administration and the president seem to 
be doing everything they can, everything they can to push us into an 
impeachment. And we may get there. We may get there." 
 
Right wing spinning complete opposite from 
CNN.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/…

16 11:25 PM - Jun 24, 2019

See File511 - HQ's other Tweets

‼ New‼  

 

FARA SEARCH TOOL 

 

justice.gov/nsd-fara

Billionaires to Trump and other 2020 candidates: Please tax us 
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"The next dollar of new tax revenue should come from the most financially fortunate,

not from middle-income and lower-income Americans," they say. 

 

Billionaires to Trump and other 2020 candidates: Please tax us
Nineteen billionaires release a letter asking the 2020 presidential candidates to
support a tax on America's richest families.

https://www.cnbc.com/2019/06/24/billionaires-to-trump-and-other-2020-candidates-ple…

How chefs find restaurants when they travel 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/travel/tips/how-chefs-find-restaurants-when-they-travel/

Carl Icahn's bet on Caesar's just paid off 

Carl Icahn is the big winner in Eldorado's deal to buy Caesar's for $17.…
It'll create the largest owner and operator of U.S. casinos.

https://www.axios.com/carl-icahn-caesars-eldorado-resorts-acquisition-eac97058-8383…

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

Ralph Cerchione
@Dry_Observer

Replying to @ericgarland @Tundras_Thumper

"Only way." Oh, Eric. Eric, Eric, *Eric.* 
 
Don't toy with me. Not with the Deep Stupid. 
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Remember when bitcoin & botnets were apocalyptically stupid? 
 
Then evolutionary algorithms in PSYOPS were a level beyond 
*that?* 
 
Then yapping treason on Signal/WhatsApp was the *next* 
stage?

21 5:36 PM - Jun 24, 2019

See Ralph Cerchione's other Tweets

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

H/T @christopherwFisher 

Hilton Hotels
@HiltonHotels

We’re not going to lie to you, the view of Bixby Creek Bridge is 
extraordinary. See it for yourself with a stay at Hilton Santa 
Cruz/Scotts Valley, just north on California’s famous Highway 1.

59 5:56 PM - Jun 20, 2019

See Hilton Hotels's other Tweets

Cruise to Hilton Santa Cruz
www3.hilton.com

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 
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Paname Paris 200k@ParisAMDParis

Parc Montsouris 
I Prefer Paris
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56 people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

TEDY Y LUKY,amo a los animales no al maltrato
@esata123

11 10:18 PM - Jun 23, 2019

See TEDY Y LUKY,amo a los animales no al maltrato's other
Tweets

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

HuffPost India
@HuffPostIndia

Gujarat villagers perform 'aarti' for crocodile that entered temple, 
delay rescue huffp.st/7fZhUBE

249 5:00 AM - Jun 24, 2019

Gujarat Villagers Perform 'Aarti' For Crocodile That Entered Te…
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99 people are talking about this

Gujarat Villagers Perform Aarti  For Crocodile That Entered Te…
Forest officials said that the rescue of the crocodile was delayed by
two hours because they did not want to hurt religious sentiments.
huffingtonpost.in

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

Nick Harvey
@mrnickharvey

Dad has dementia. Sometimes he drifts into another world and I 
feel like I’m losing him. He is never more present, however, than 
when he plays the piano. 
 
He came to mine today and I asked him to play one of his 
compositions. He thought he wouldn’t be able to remember it.

107K 7:48 PM - Jun 23, 2019

21.9K people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

https://twitter.com/lori_mintzer/status/1142559946896269313?s=21

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

 

1956 Interview: Marcel Duchamp talks about art and Dada 

H/T @localboson 

Just because: Marcel Duchamp talks about art and Dada
“A Conversation with Marcel Duchamp,” an episode of NBC’s Wisdom originally
telecast on January 15, 1956. The artist is interviewed by James Johnson
Sweeney: (This is the latest in a series of…

https://www.artsjournal.com/aboutlastnight/2019/06/just-because-marcel-duchamp-talk…
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🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

Boris Johnson says he is serious about 'no-deal' Brexit threat
Seeking to regain momentum in his bid to become the next prime minister of
Britain, Boris Johnson said on Monday he was seriously prepared to take the
country out of the European Union in October eve…

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-britain-eu-johnson-idUSKCN1TP2SR

🌳Breathe🌳 

 

Today was weird, more Biden bashing & so many horror stories about the plight of

immigrants jailed by the Trump adm.  

 

I posted a link to an article for agencies assisting the migrants.  

 

Do what you can to help these heroic agencies.  

 

Please vet b/4 donating.
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Huge shout out to #TeamNutShellReport #TeamPatriot TY! @pleasesaveour

@kim585 @mikes_booh @SuzanneWinland @McSercy @anathymadevice @starree
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@modernhomesla @tammy_sager @MauiMeow00 @Geurtie @lmkarin
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@threadreaderapp unroll please and TY!  

 

#NutShellReport 

#ThePatriotTimes 

 

Apologies in advance if I don’t respond to your reply- my notifications clog & don’t

load. DM me or @ me again to get my attn if important. Thank you. 

 

June 24, 2019 

 

Rest well #TeamPatriot #USVIA
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